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Pogacar, van der Breggen hold on to win Tour of California
"It's really special," said van der Breggen, who
finished just behind Hall on the Stage 2 climb to Mt. Van der Breggen and Hall were joined on the final podium by Ashleigh Moolman-Pasio. "Three beautiful stages," van der Breggen said.

Ivan Garcia Cortina, Anna van der Breggen win Tour of California stages

Garcia Cortina wins Stage 5; van der Breggen leads women Associated Press Team

Bahrain-Merida's Ivan Garcia
Cortina moved to the front after the final couple of solo attacks were reeled in by the rest of

'Call Me Zebra,' by Azareen Van der Vliet Oloomi Kept alive by literature By Steven Felicelli The wonderfully named Azareen Van der Vliet Oloomi is not the gray eminence of a Thomas Pynchon novel. In "Call Me Zebra," Van der Vliet Oloomi comes into her

Edward Von der Porten,
expert on Drake's visit to California, dies at 84

Edward Von der Porten - authority on Drake's voyage

By Carl Nolte

Edward Von der Porten, a renowned maritime scholar who was an expert on Sir Francis Drake's 16th century visit to California, died Sunday after

Maarten van der Weijden can't complete 124-mile swimming route

Names & Faces

Associated Press Maarten van der Weijden The Dutch
swimmer beat leukemia and won an Olympic gold medal in Beijing, but even his powers of endurance weren't enough to complete his latest challenge.

Mahler, 'Das Lied von der Erde' By Joshua Kosman Mahler Classical Last year, the superstar German tenor Jonas Kaufmann decided it was time for him to tackle "Das Lied von der Erde," Mahler's massive symphonic song cycle. That's precisely
'The Enchanted Wanderer,' by Nikolai Leskov

Another Russian master Bob Blaisdell

The Enchanted Wanderer and Other Stories By Nikolai Leskov; translated from the Russian by Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky (Knopf; 575 pages; $35) Having already

State Lines: California poetry: Mai Der Vang's

'Transmigration' State Lines California Poetry State Lines:
California poetry: Mai Der Vang's 'Transmigration' By David Roderick Mai Der Vang's award-winning first book, "Afterland," shares the experience of Hmong refugees who

Tour of California: Anna van der Breggen wins women's race TOUR OF CALIFORNIA Dutch rider wins women's race; men begin Associated Press SACRAMENTO - Anna van der Breggen started the final
stage of the Tour of California trailing by a second. The plan for van der

PORSHNIKOFF, Protodeacon Nikolai

Chronicle Season of Sharing donor list King; Michael & Christine; Jane Roosevelt Katten;
Gertie Van Der Boer; Tammy White; May P.

High security for van der Sloot in Peru killing angry onlookers yelled as van der Sloot was taken from the prosecutor's office where he had been held since Thursday. Flores was killed three days after meeting van der Sloot, police say, and five years to
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